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 Crescendo VST, AU / AAX; 44-Piece Award-Winning Angelic Choir; 11.832 Samples. 14.5GB (compressed to 7.2GB); 3
Microphones Positions. Description. Crescendo is a brand new, 8 microphone choir emulating the classical, old-world vibe of
instruments and choirs of the past. Known for its expansive, warm, and intense tone, Crescendo has been very popular with

many recording artists and filmmakers for decades. Crescendo does not include any velours or rubato/rubato-based
material.Features. 6 Voices of Male Choir, 6 Voices of Female Choir, 3 Voices of Natural Choir, 6 Voices of Electronic Choir,
1 Microphone for Chamber Choir, 1 Microphone for Baritone Choir, 9 Microphones for Instrument Choir and Concert Choir,
10 Microphones for String Choir. 16 Tracks, 64 Bit, 320 Kbps, Dither Off.Advanced Choir Samples: The amount of detail in

this preset is massive. It has a total of 67,000 samples. They're all prepared using audio sample which is 44.1/16-bit, which
means 16 bit per sample. These samples are recorded cleanly and directly into your DAW.Mostly Polyphonic Choir Samples:

With only a couple exceptions, these are polyphonic samples, which means the choir can hold 2 or more notes at once. Dynamic
Range: This choir is perfect for any kind of modern pop music and EDM. The dynamic range, however, is limited to +12dB.

This means if you're playing at a sound level that's too loud or too quiet, it won't produce any clipping, which would potentially
damage your computer. It does also have a reverb of 8ms. I chose this reverb for a few reasons: 1) it makes the choir sound like

it's coming from a distance, 2) It's a very fast, transparent reverb, which means the vocals can still be heard clearly. Not too
harsh, not too soft. Only 3 Percussion Instruments: The flute, piano, guitar, and strings are the only percussion instruments in
this preset. There are no additional percussion instruments like bells, shakers, rhodes, etc.Multiple Instrument Stings: For the

string samples, I've divided them up into two sections: a cello section and a violin section. These 82157476af
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